This is my favorite Halloween recipe of all. Back at home, we would have little Halloween parties with family and close friends before taking the kids out trick or treating. I could eat these all day and they are perfect for the occasion.

Ingredients:

1. Eggs
2. Red food color gel
3. Black olives
4. Mustard
5. Mayo
6. Relish
7. Green food coloring

First, you have to boil the eggs in a medium pot until they appear cracked, remove the eggs for cooling, and begin to peel of shells.

Next, cut each egg in half and remove yolk from middle. Combine yolk, mustard, mayo, relish and green food coloring in mixing bowl, mix well.

Then place the mixture in the middle of each egg.

For the decorating part cut each olive in half and place on top of mixture then with the red gel begin making wavy lines on the outside of the egg.